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ALONG CAME A LADY BK#1 $5.95  
CHRISTI CALDWELL (HISTORICAL) 
All the Duke's Sins series. Rafe Audley lives to 
thwart his father, the Duke of Bentley. The ne'er do 
well who abandoned his children claims he wants to 
make up for his failures, but Rafe only cares about 
protecting the people of his mining community and 
providing for his three siblings, who've been his sole 
responsibility since childhood. So far, Rafe has 
turned away the duke's man of affairs, solicitor, and 
other interlopers, until the clever duke sends the un-
likeliest of people to convince Rafe to join English 
High Society—a bold and intriguing woman. Edwina 
Dalrymple has never failed a charge. She's quite 
adept at successfully transforming young women of 
the gentry and daughters of newly minted lords to 
take their place in society. Taming a bastard son of a 
duke will be child's play, plus this job promises to 
enhance her reputation within the ton. All she has to 
do is fetch the wayward Rafe and groom him to be 
presentable to Polite Society. As the tenacious teach-
er and her domineering, stubborn, refuses-to-be-
taught pupil engage in a fiery battle of wills, their 
chemistry ignites and the true lesson becomes clear: 
opposites attract and hearts must be heard. 

ARCHON BK#1 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SABRINA BENULIS (PARANORMAL) 
The Books of Raziel series. Angela Mathers is ob-
sessed with visions of angels, supernatural creatures 
who haunt her thoughts by day and seduce her 
dreams by night. Released from a mental institution 
she hopes her new univsity, West Wood Academy, 
will give her the chance at a normal life. But such is 
not to be ... For a secret coven plots within West 
Wood and demons and angels alike walk the streets 
of Luz, searching for the key to open Raziel's book - 
a secret tome from the a lost archangel. Some wish 
to destroy Raziel, others, like the Supernal Israfel 
one of the highst of the high, to free him. For when 
the Archon rises as fortold they will control the super-
natural uinverse. Torn between mortal love and an-
gelic obsessions, Angela holds the key to both Heav-
en and Hell, and both will stop at nothing to poe-
swess her .... 

BABY COME HOME BK#2 $3.95 
STEPHANIE BOND (CONTEMPORARY) 
Southern Roads trilogy. The hardheaded Arm-
strong brothers are determined to rebuild their torna-
do-ravaged hometown in the Georgia mountains. 
They've got the means, they've got the manpower…
what they need are women! So they place an ad in a 
Northern newspaper and wait for the ladies to arrive.
… Sensible yet sexy middle brother Kendall Arm-
strong penned that ad himself but there's just one 
woman he really wants to answer the call.… Civil 
engineer Amy Bradshaw, Kendall's ex-fiancée, fled 
Sweetness years ago, taking a precious souvenir 
with her. She's back now…but only on a professional 

level. Really. Little does she know that old flames 
always burn the hottest.… (Bk#3 also avail. for the 
same price). 

THE BATTLE SYLPH BK#1 $3.95 
LJ MCDONALD (FANTASY) 
Sylph series. Battle sylphs are creatures that inhabit 
a separate dimension. In Solie's world, she is a 
young farm girl who lives a simple existence. He is 
one of many: a creature of magic, unrelentingly male. 
He is lured through the portal by pure female beauty, 
a virgin sacrifice. She is killed, and he is silenced and 
enslaved. Such a dark ritual is necessary. Unlike 
their elemental cousins—those gentler sylphs of wind 
and fire—battlers find no joy in everyday labor. Their 
magic can destroy an army or demolish a castle, and 
each has but one goal: find his queen, then protect 
and pleasure her at any cost. What would a maiden 
do if she were given such a servant? What would 
befall that kingdom foolish enough to allow a battler 
to escape? Young Solie and the people of Eferem 
are about to find out. (Bk#2 also avail. for the same 
price) 

BETRAYED BK#2 $3.95  
REBECCA YORK (SUSPENSE) 
Rockfort Security series. To Trust… Rockfort Secu-
rity operative Shane Gallagher has been brought into 
S&D Systems to find a security leak. Confidential 
information has been stolen, and Shane suspects 
Elena Reyes, a systems analyst with the access and 
know-how to pull it off. As he finds excuses to get 
close to her, their attraction is too strong to ignore, 
but how can Shane trust the very woman he’s investi-
gating? Or Not to Trust … Elena has spent her life 
proving herself, but now she’s risking it all: everything 
she’s worked for, and her growing feelings for Shane. 
Much as she wants to trust the devastatingly sexy, 
hard-as-nails investigator, she can’t let herself fall for 
him…the stakes are too high. (Bk#3 also avail. for 
the same price). 

BETWEEN YOU & ME $3.95 
SUSAN WIGGS (CONTEMPORARY) 
Caught between two worlds, Caleb Stoltz is bound by 
a deathbed promise to raise his orphaned niece and 
nephew in Middle Grove, where life revolves around 
family, farm, faith—and long-held suspicions about 
outsiders. When disaster strikes, Caleb is thrust into 
an urban environment of high-tech medicine and the 
relentless rush of modern life. Dr. Reese Powell is 
poised to join the medical dynasty of her wealthy, 
successful parents. Bold, assertive, and quick-
thinking, she lives for the addictive rush of saving 
lives. When a shocking accident brings Caleb Stoltz 
into her life, Reese is forced to deal with a situation 
that challenges everything she thinks she knows—
and ultimately emboldens her to question her most 
powerful beliefs. Then one impulsive act brings about 
a clash of cultures in a tug-of-war that plays out in a 
courtroom, challenging the very nature of justice and 
reverberating through generations, straining the frag-
ile threads of faith and family. 
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BLOOD WICKED BK#4 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SHARON PAGE (ROMANTICA) 
Blood series. Dangerous Pleasure …. Vivienne 
knows the dark secrets of London's desires. She 
fulfills them, twisting men's lust for her into the pow-
er and status of a courtesan. But she understands 
little about her own pleasure and the mysteries it 
commands. Until, that is, she meets Heath, a vam-
pire capable of giving her profound ecstasy--but 
sworn to let her taste its release only once. . . 
Heath's cravings for Vivienne sharpen into sweet 
torture as he guides her through erotic lessons, 
watching her abandon herself to ever-higher peaks 
of pleasure. As temptation melts away the bonds of 
his control, how long can either hope to survive? 

CAVAS $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
LAURANN DOHNER (SCIENCE FICTION) 
Vorge Crew series. Career military man Cavas 
Vellar has joined his older brother, Cathian, aboard 
The Vorge for one purpose -- to rescue their young-
est littermate. Their father has resorted to having 
him kidnapped to hide one of his most vile secrets. 
They need to go down onto a planet full of criminals, 
find Crath, and rescue him. This mission is the most 
important one Cavas has ever led. Jill was betrayed 
when Earth sold her into alien slavery. She owes her 
life to Cavas and the Vorge crew for taking her out of 
a cell and to their ship. When she learns why they 
were on that planet to begin with…she feels it’s her 
duty to help them find their missing brother. Even if it 
means losing her recently gained freedom. One de-
termined alien on a mission . . . One woman who 
notices how sexy he is . . . 

CHAPTER AND CURSE BK#1 $5.95 
ELIZABETH PENNEY (MYSTERY) 
Cambridge Bookshop series. In Chapter and 
Curse, Molly Kimball is used to cracking open 
books . . .but when a poetry reading ends in murder, 
she must use her skills to crack the case. Librarian 
Molly Kimball and her mother, Nina, need a change. 
So when a letter arrives from Nina’s Aunt Violet in 
Cambridge, England requesting their help running 
the family bookshop, they jump at the chance. 
Thomas Marlowe—Manuscripts and Folios, is one of 
the oldest bookshops in Cambridge, and—
unfortunately—customers can tell. When Molly and 
Nina arrive, spring has come to Cambridge and the 
famed Cambridge Literary Festival is underway. 
Determined to bring much-needed revenue to the 
bookstore, Molly invites Aunt Violet’s college class-
mate and famed poet Persephone Brightwell to hold 
a poetry reading in the shop. But the event ends in 
disaster when a guest is found dead—with Molly’s 
great-aunt’s knitting needle used as the murder 
weapon. While trying to clear Violet and keep the 
struggling shop afloat, Molly sifts through secrets 
past and present, untangling a web of blackmail, 
deceit, and murder. 

 

 

CLAIMED BY A SCOTTISH LORD BK#2 $3.95 
MELODY THOMAS (HISTORICAL) 
Mystical Bliss series. The Dragon's Captive …. 
Raised behind the walls of Hope Abbey, Rose Lan-
caster's sheltered upbringing never prepared her for 
a man like Lord Roxburghe. The fabled "Black Drag-
on," Ruark Kerr hasn't been seen in his Scottish 
homeland for more than a decade - and now he has 
burst into Rose's world to take her hostage, intend-
ing to trade her for the life of his young brother. But 
Rose does not fear this savage, powerful lord . . . 
and she guards a dangerous secret. Villainy called 
Ruark back to the borderlands, but now that he's 
claimed his "prize" his path is less certain. If he does 
not turn her over to his enemy, a boy may die. Yet 
gentle, lovely Rose soothes his vengeful spirit, and 
the longer she remains with him, the hotter his pas-
sion for her burns. 

COWBOY STRONG $3.95 
CAROLYN BROWN (CONTEMPORARY) 
Longhorn Canyon series. Alana Carey can out-
rope, out-ride, and challenge even the best Texas 
cowboy. But she does have one soft spot -- and his 
name is Paxton Callahan. With Pax back in town, 
Alana's old feelings have returned with a venge-
ance. But she barely has time to process her attrac-
tion for the hunky cowboy before her father falls ill. 
All he wants is for her to marry and settle down be-
fore he passes away, and Alana isn't about to break 
a dying man's heart. Paxton Callahan has been in 
love with Alana since...forever. Now that he's living 
right next door, the electricity between them is about 
to set the whole Texas panhandle on fire. When 
Alana presents him with a crazy proposal -- to pre-
tend to be her fiancé so her father can die in peace -
- Paxton can't refuse. But as the faux-wedding day 
draws near, Alana and Paxton must decide whether 
to come clean about their charade or finally admit 
their love is the real deal. Includes the bonus novella 
Sunrise Ranch for the first time in print! 

CUTTING LOOSE BK#1 $3.95 
SUSAN ANDERSEN (CONTEMPORARY) 
Sisterhood series. A classic tale of a good girl, a 
bad boy and the chemistry they can't resist … Jane 
thinks nothing can make her lose her cool. But the 
princess of propriety blows a gasket the night she 
meets the contractor restoring the Wolcott mansion. 
Devlin Kavanagh's rugged sex appeal may buckle 
her knees, but the man is out of control! Jane had to 
deal with theatrics growing up--she won't tolerate 
them in someone hired to work on the house she 
and her two best friends have inherited. Dev could 
renovate the mansion in his sleep. But ever since 
the prissy owner spotted him jet-lagged and hit hard 
by a couple of welcome-home drinks, she's been on 
his case. Yet there's something about her. Jane 
hides behind conservative clothes and a frosty man-
ner, but her seductive blue eyes and leopard-print 
heels hint at a woman just dying to cut loose!
(Bk#s2&4 also avail. for the same price) 
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DARK HEAT BKS#0.1-0.3 $3.95 
DONNA GRANT (PARANORMAL) 
Dark Kings series. The Dark Kings are sworn to de-
fend an ancient legacy of dragon magic. But their 
fiercest challenge lies in the modern world, where a 
woman’s love conquers all. These are their stories. 
This book contains the first 3 Dark Kings prequels plus 
a bonus story, Passion's Claim: Dark Craving: Fueled 
by ancient magic—and enflamed by human desire—
the Dragon King known as Hal can transform himself 
at will into one of the legendary winged creatures he is 
sworn to protect. But one thing he can never do is fall 
in love...with a mortal woman. Night’s Awakening: 
The dark immortal warriors were never meant to expe-
rience human desire. But when Guy, a member of an 
ancient order of shape-shifting warriors, meets 
Elena—a mere mortal whose beauty and blind ambi-
tion shakes him to his core—all bets are off… Dawn’s 
Desire: For centuries, the Dragon Kings have hidden 
their shapeshifting powers from the world. But when a 
mortal enemy threatens to expose them, the warrior 
Banan must leave his secret lair in the Highlands to 
risk his life for the dragons within—and resist the 
temptations of human love. Passion’s Claim: Banan 
has been waiting for centuries for someone like Jane. 
Guy knew it was love at first sight with Elena. Can two 
Dragon Kings commit to two immortal women for eter-
nity? Or does fate have something else in store? 

DARKNESS BRED BK#2 $3.95 
STELLA CAMERON (PARANORMAL) 
Chimney Rock series. THE DARK SIDE OF THE 
MOON … Ever since shapeshifter Elin escaped to 
Whidbey Island, danger has stalked her every move. 
Her human traits, combined with her unique supernat-
ural gifts, make her a prized being to be possessed . . 
. or destroyed. It is only the passionate attraction she 
shares with werehound Sean Black that gives her 
hope for her future-if she can elude the lethal preda-
tors who are hot on her scent. HIDES DANGER AND 
DESIRE …. Sean knows that Elin, with her delicate 
beauty and seductive powers, is his one perfect mate. 
The woman who can restore his humanity and make 
him stronger than ever. He'll need that strength and 
more to protect her from those who wish to destroy 
him and everything he desires. For Sean carries a 
secret that binds him to an enemy from the past and to 
a darker, deadlier force-a malignant evil that is hunting 
the women of Whidbey Island . .  

DAY OF THE DRAGON BK#2 $3.95 
KATIE MACALISTER (PARANORMAL) 
Dragon Hunter series. With dragons like him, who 
needs enemies? Real scholars know that supernatural 
beings don't exist. But the moment I meet Archer An-
dras of the Storm Dragons, all my academic training 
goes out the window. Thanks to Mr. Tall, Dark, And 
Infuriating, I'm learning that I really should worry about 
those things that go bump in the night. . . and that 
dragons like Archer are 100 percent pure trouble. Now 

I'm caught in the middle of a war. On one side is Arch-
er. On the other is his twin brother. And I am the key 
to translating an ancient text that could bring balance-
or deadly ruin-to our world. But none of that is as dan-
gerous as the seriously sexy sparks between Archer 
and me. He's too tempting to be real. Too gorgeous to 
trust. And when it comes to dragons, there's no smoke 
without deadly fire. 

DEAD IF I DO BK#4 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK 
TATE HALLAWAY (PARANORMAL) 
Garnet Lacey series. Witch Garnet Lacey is ready to 
walk down the aisle with the super sexy vampire Se-
bastian. Besides the fact that he has no pulse, things 
couldn't be more perfect. Until plans for the 
wedding start falling apart, and Sebastian's 
zombie-slash-vampire-slash witch ex-lover 
decides that both of them should be six feet 
under. It's just a matter of time before Gar-
net-who's already sharing her body with a 
short-tempered goddess-morphs into 
Bridezilla. (Bk#5 also avail. for the same 
price) 

DEATH ECHO $3.95 
ELIZABETH LOWELL (SUSPENSE) 
St. Kilda Consulting series. When she joined St. 
Kilda's, the elite security consulting firm, Emma Cross 
thought she'd left behind the blood, the guilt, and the 
tribal wars that defined her life at the CIA. Yet, trading 
spying for investigating yacht thefts didn't alleviate the 
danger -- or melt away her professional paranoia. 
Now, the same good instincts that got her into trouble 
at the agency might be what will help her survive her 
latest case. With some arm-twisting, St. Kilda and 
Emma are tracking a yacht named Blackbird, a dead 
ringer for another ship that went missing somewhere 
between Vladivostok and Portland a year earlier. Em-
ma knows the boat's intended cargo is lethal. What 
she needs to find out is whether it's biological, chemi-
cal, or fissionable. And she's only got seven days to 
uncover the truth . . . or a major American city will be 
lost.  

DREAMING DEATH $4.95 
HEATHER GRAHAM (PARANORMAL) 
Krewe of Hunters series. Sweet dreams aren't made 
of this … Ever since she was a child, Stacey Hanson 
has had strange dreams—and sometimes they come 
true. Her skills and experience led her straight to the 
FBI’s Krewe of Hunters. Now a serial killer is stalking 
Washington, DC, and people are scared. And it will be 
Stacey’s first case. Special Agent Keenan Wallace 
isn’t exactly thrilled to be teamed up with a rookie, but 
they’re going to have to get past their mutual friction if 
they want to stop a brutal killer. The victims are all 
vulnerable women, though the clues lead to suspects 
from DC’s powerful elite. Stacey can’t escape her 
nightly visions, but in trying to prevent them from oc-
curring in real life, she might come face-to-face with a 
nightmare.  

 



EDGE OF TRUTH BK#2 $3.95 
BRYNN KELLY (SUSPENSE) 
The Legionnaires series. A woman searching for 
the truth… Kidnapped and thrown in an underground 
prison, journalist Tess Newell thinks she’s a goner. 
Stopping the terrorists holding her hostage seems 
impossible—until the arrival of a mysterious prisoner 
whose smile masks an edge more lethal than their 
captors. A soldier with the darkest of secrets… A 
French Foreign Legionnaire bound to a brotherhood 
that is both his blessing and curse, Flynn launches a 
daring escape—but honor won’t allow him to aban-
don the brazen, alluring reporter whose prying ques-
tions could bring down his world. The only thing 
more dangerous than the enemy close on their tail is 
the searing passion threatening to detonate between 
them…  

ENCHANTING THE BEAST BK#3 $3.95 
KATHRYNE KENNEDY (HISTORICAL/PARANORMAL) 
Relics of Merlin series. Grimspell Castle. With its 
dark, imposing stone walls, it certainly looked haunt-
ed. As a ghost-hunter, Lady Philomena was accus-
tomed to restless spirits. But she found the dark, 
imposing nature of the castle's owner far more 
haunting than any specter. London Society might not 
approve of shape-shifters such as Sir Nicodemus 
Wulfson, but firmly-on-the-shelf Philomena rather 
enjoyed the young baronet's sudden interest in sniff-
ing around her skirts. She'd even consider giving in 
to him altogether if not for a murderer on the loose—
a beast that might just be Nico himself. 

AN ENGAGEMENT IN SEATTLE BKS#1&2 $3.95 
DEBBIE MACOMBER (CONTEMPORARY) 
From This Day Forward trilogy. Aleksandr Berinksi 
is a Russian biochemist in the U.S. on a visa that is 
about to expire. Marriage will allow him to stay-
marriage to Julia Conrad. If Julia's going to save her 
Seattle-based company, she needs him as much as 
he needs her. There's a Groom Wanted in Julia's 
life. And not just any groom! A billboard on the side 
of a Seattle road is common enough but one adver-
tising for a bride? It's Chase Goodwin's solution to 
the problem of finding a wife quickly, a wife to bring 
home to Alaska. Lesley Campbell has her own rea-
sons for responding and in no time she's the Bride 
Wanted in Chase's life! 

EVERLASTING $3.95 
KATHLEEN E. WOODIWISS (HISTORICAL) 
Once, Abrielle's name was on the lips of every un-
wed nobleman in London as a proud exceptional 
lady coveted for her bearing, her breeding, her wit, 
and her beauty. But when her stepfather—respected 
for his courage and valor during the Crusades—is 
denied his rightful title and the wealth that accompa-
nies it, Abrielle finds herself suddenly disgraced, no 
longer a suitable match for any proper gentleman. 
Only one would still have her, though he desires no 
more than physical pleasure: the oafish and gro-
tesque Desmond de Marlé. His dark and scandalous 
reputation is legend, and Abrielle has heard rumors 
that his first two wives perished by his hand. Yet no 

one else can rescue her once-proud family's honor 
and keep her stepfather from debtor's prison, so she 
is left with no choice but to accept the cruel and 
hateful de Marlé's offer of marriage and sacrifice her 
virtue to a scoundrel she fears and detests . . . even 
as she yearns for another lover. Dashing, hand-
some, tall, and kind—a black-haired Scotsman with 
vivid blue eyes—Raven Seabern is an emissary for 
his king, and quite unlike any man Abrielle has ever 
encountered. From the very first moment their eyes 
meet, he intrigues and mesmerizes her—and danc-
ing in his arms at a royal banquet leaves her weak 
with the desire to surrender. But their love can never 
be, for Abrielle is betrothed to a monster. And the 
well-being of everyone she cares for demands that 
she honor her promise. Still, the fire lit that night will 
not be doused. Raven knows he has found the true 
one and must never let her go—though secrets, 
deceptions, dishonor, and unimaginable peril will 
surely be their fate if they follow the dictates of their 
hearts 

FALLEN BK#2 $3.95 
REBECCA ZANETTI (SUSPENSE) 
Deep Ops series. Too quiet. A talented hacker who 
got caught, Brigid Banaghan is now forced to work 
with a secret Deep Ops unit. But she won't reveal 
any more to these renegade Feds than she has to. 
Especially not to Raider Tanaka, her control freak of 
a bodyguard and handler. It's enough that his body 
is tensed for action and his heated gaze is always 
on her . . . Too sharp. Raider knows there's more to 
his new assignment than he's been told. Why send a 
deadly agent of his experience to guard a computer 
genius—even a gorgeous, unpredictable, undisci-
plined one? But when Brigid's estranged father is 
named in an investigation into Boston's organized 
crime, Raider's mind switches onto high alert, just 
like his senses . . . Too close. To clear her father's 
name, Brigid needs Raider's help. The Unit's idea 
that she bring a straight-laced Fed in as her "fiancé" 
won't fly, though—not unless Raider can release his 
inner bad boy and become the rebel Brigid can't 
resist . . .  

FINAL SCREAM $3.95 
LISA JACKSON (SUSPENSE) 
When she was only 16, Cassidy Buchanan fell for 
the 19-year-old bad boy in town, Brig McKenzie - 
who'd had his share of run-ins with both the law and 
the local women. Then a terrible fire killed Cassidy's 
sister, and Brig was the chief suspect. Seventeen 
years later, an eerily similar fire seriously injures 
Cassidy's husband Chase, who happens to be Brig's 
brother. With the earlier fire still an open case, suspi-
cion turns to Cassidy, the only person connected to 
both tragedies. 

FINDING PERFECT BK#3 $3.95 
SUSAN MALLERY (CONTEMPORARY) 
Fool's Gold series. When Pia O'Brian's best friend 
dies, Pia expects to inherit her cherished cat. In-
stead, the woman leaves Pia three frozen embryos. 
With a disastrous track record in the romance  
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department and the parenting skills of a hamster, Pia 
doesn't think she's meant for motherhood. But deter-
mined to do the right thing, Pia decides to become a 
single mother. Only to meet a gorgeous, sexy hunk 
the very same day. A former foster-care kid now rich 
beyond his wildest dreams, Raoul Moreno runs a 
camp for needy children in Fool's Gold, California. 
After his last relationship, Raoul thought he was done 
with women and commitment. Still, he can't get 
sweet, sexy Pia out of his mind—and proposes a 
crazy plan. But can such an unconventional begin-
ning really result in the perfect ending? 

THE FIRST PROPHET BK#1 $3.95 
KAY HOOPER (SUSPENSE) 
Bishop Files. Within the FBI, there exists a team of 
psychics whose powers cannot be denied. But these 
agents are feared—by a cabal of conspirators with 
only one weapon: to blind the psychics to the evils all 
around them. Months ago Sarah Gallagher woke 
from a coma with psychic abilities she couldn’t con-
trol. They changed her life and cost her the man she 
loved. And now, someone is playing games with Sa-
rah’s mind. It begins with Sarah’s home being de-
stroyed by fire—an act of arson that draws novelist 
Tucker Mackenzie into Sarah’s confidence. But he 
has other reasons for pursuing a woman who can 
see what others can’t. So does a mysterious enemy 
intent on eliminating Sarah, and everyone she cares 
about. Because it’s only a matter of time before her 
visions lead her and Tucker to a secret many will kill 
to hide. Only then will they begin to discover the 
scope of a terrifying conspiracy so deep and complex 
they can trust almost no one.  

FOREVER AND A DAY BK#1 $3.95 
DELILAH MARVELLE (HISTORICAL) 
The Rumor. Roderick Gideon Tremayne, the recent-
ly appointed Duke of Wentworth, never expected to 
find himself in New York City, tracking down a myste-
rious map important to his late mother. And he cer-
tainly never expected to be injured, only to wake up 
with no memory of who he is. But when he sees the 
fiery-haired beauty who's taken it upon herself to 
rescue him, suddenly his memory is the last thing on 
his mind. Georgia Milton, the young head of New 
York's notorious Forty Thieves, feels responsible for 
the man who was trying to save her bag from a thief. 
But she's not prepared for the fierce passion he ig-
nites within her. When his memory begins to return, 
her whole world is threatened, and Roderick must 
choose between the life he forgot and the life he nev-
er knew existed. (Bks#2&3 also avail. for the same 
price) 

 

 

 

 

 

FORGED OF SHADOWS BK#2 $3.95 
JESSA SLADE (PARANORMAL) 
Marked Souls series. THE WAR BETWEEN GOOD 
AND EVIL HAS RAGED FOR MILLENNIA, WITH 
THE MARKED SOULS CAUGHT IN THE MIDDLE. 
BUT THE NEW GIRL DOESN'T PLAY BY THE OLD 
RULES. Liam Niall never meant to be a leader. Hav-
ing barely survived the Irish potato famine, he es-
caped to Chicago, where he lost half his soul and 
gained a wayward band of demon-possessed warri-
ors. Now, as they face a morphing evil, Liam grows 
weary and plagued by doubt --- until a new weapon 
falls into his hands. Her name is Jilly Chan. To save 
her demon-ridden soul, Liam must win her for his 
battle ... and his bed. a one-woman war against 
threats to the street kids she mentors, Jilly won't be 
any man's woman or weapon. But Liam --- with his 
hard eyes, soft brogue, and compelling hands --- is a 
danger to both her rebellious independence and her 
heart. Two halved souls sharing one fierce passion 
will sear a fresh scar across the city. Who's in danger 
now? (Bk#4 also avail. for the same price) 

THE GATECRASHER $3.95 
MADELEINE WICKHAM (CONTEMPORARY) 
Everything's coming up roses for Fleur Daxeny, as 
she goes through more rich men than she does de-
signer hats... if that's humanly possible. Beautiful, 
charming, and utterly irresistible, her success at 
crashing funerals to find wealthy men is remarkable. 
But behind Fleur's Harvey Nichols wardrobe, is a 
woman with a mysterious past. Fleur wastes no time 
in seducing her latest conquest, the handsome and 
rich widower Richard Favour, and she swoops into 
his life like a designer-clad tornado. His children are 
caught up in a whirlwind as their father's new girl-
friend descends on the family estate leaving chaos 
and excitement in her perfume-scented wake. Soon, 
more than one family member is suspicious of Fleur's 
true intentions. Fleur is not one to wear her heart on 
her Chanel sleeves, but she soon finds herself em-
bracing Richard and his lovable family. But just as 
Fleur contemplates jumping off the gold-digger train 
for good and enjoying the ride of true love, a long-
buried secret from her past threatens to destroy her 
new family. Fleur is thrown into a race against time to 
prove herself to Richard before it's too late.  Can she 
trust her heart or will she cut ties and run away as 
fast as her Prada pumps can take her? 

THE GODDESS GETS HER GUY $3.95 
ASHLYN CHASE (FANTASY) 
What happens when Gaia—a.k.a. Mother Nature—
finally meets Mr. Right…but she absolutely can't tell 
him who she really is? I have had it with everyone 
today! This world is full of fools and mortals, and not 
a single one of them is listening to me! I told every 
paranormal that never revealing their supernatural 
powers to humans is paramount—once humans get 
a whiff of our abilities, it's game over; everyone 
wants a miracle. Well fine, if they want to keep break-
ing rules, they can handle the fallout without me. I'm 
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on vacation. I really wanted some time alone, to go to 
the Puerto Rican rain forest and get back to basics. 
Commune with nature, consider my next move, give 
everyone time to miss me and realize that I'm right (as 
always). I never expected to find a handsome surgeon 
scouring the jungle for natural remedies. It sounds like 
he needs my help. Maybe I'll just whip up some mira-
cles for him. He's going to be so pleased! Turns out 
Dr. Aaron Samuels wasn't so pleased after all. In fact, 
he was rather furious. But I can still fix this. Doesn't he 
know who I am?! Oh, wait, of course he doesn't—
being mortal complicates everything! But if I'm going 
to get my guy, maybe it's time to tell him the truth… 

GUARDIAN’S BOND BK#1 $3.95 
RHENNA MORGAN (PARANORMAL) 
Ancient Ink series. For decades, he’s been alone. 
Now, she’s here. His fated mate. His to win. To pro-
tect. To provide for and pleasure. Priest Rahandras 
has lived with the darkness trapped inside himself for 
years. Betrayed by his own brother and forced to 
watch his clan’s brutal annihilation, the only thing 
Priest wants more than to escape the curse that 
haunts him—as both man and beast—is to rebuild. 
Until the mate he’s longed for walks into his life with 
an elder from his past. She’s everyting he’s wished 
for, and the key to the clan’s very survival. Kateri 
Falsen is a woman of logic and facts. While Priest’s 
cat can sense her arousal, telling her they’re fated 
won’t be enough. He’ll have to show her his love: with 
his words, with his actions, and with his body. Protect-
ing Kateri from the evil trapped inside him is para-
mount. But when lost clan members are systematical-
ly murdered, he’ll have to choose between exposing 
his mate to his black magic, or risking her as the next 
victim. 

HARD EVIDENCE BK#2 $3.95 
PAMELA CLARE (SUSPENSE) 
I-Team series. After the murder of a teenage girl, a 
mysterious man in a black leather jacket was seen 
lurking near the crime scene. Investigative reporter 
Tessa Novak has him in her sights as the culprit… 
That man was Julian Darcangelo, an undercover FBI 
agent working with the Denver police. He’s closing in 
on the trail of a human trafficker and killer. Tessa’s 
accusations could blow his cover, and he wants her 
off the investigation. But just as Tessa has made Jul-
ian a target of interest, she is now a target of the killer. 
And as they are forced to trust each other, their physi-
cal attraction escalates as intensely as the threat from 
a ruthless murderer who wants to see both of them 
dead… 

HER FOREVER HERO BK#3 $3.95 
MELODY ANNE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Unexpected Heroes. Growing up in a big adoptive 
family, gorgeous small-town attorney Cam has always 
had a life rich with love. But the one thing he’s missing 
is the perfect woman to grow old and raise a family 
with—and send sparks flying on those cold Montana 
nights! Still, Cam knows if it wasn’t for his caring par-
ents and brothers, he wouldn’t be where he is today, 
so he tries to pay it forward whenever he can. And if 

the client happens to be a modern-day damsel in dis-
tress, he’ll happily don a suit of shining armor. This 
time, his sister-in-law’s best friend Grace is in serious 
trouble, and Cam’s determined to get his smart, beau-
tiful client off the hook. But as attorney-client privilege 
brings Cam and Grace closer than they ever imag-
ined, the sexual tension heats up. It’s clear before the 
gavel comes down that the verdict is going to be red 
hot!  

HIS EVERY KISS BK#2 $3.95 
LAURA LEE GUHRKE (HISTORICAL) 
Guilty series. Notorious man… Everyone knows 
about Dylan Moore—his brilliant talent and his pleas-
ure-seeking ways—but no one knows the torment that 
lies beneath his reckless veneer. Only one woman 
gets a glimpse of the forces that drive Dylan's soul, a 
woman who haunts his dreams and evokes his pas-
sions as no other woman ever has before. Disgraced 
and destitute, Grace Cheval wants nothing to do with 
the seductive man who desires her. When Dylan of-
fers her a position as governess to his newfound 
daughter, she knows his true intentions are dishonora-
ble. Yet she finds this charismatic man hard to resist, 
and she returns his passionate kisses with a fire that 
matches his own. Can Dylan dare hope that this 
proud, spirited beauty will melt the ice around his 
heart? 

HOKUS POKUS $3.95 
FERN MICHAELS (SUSPENSE) 
Sisterhood series. There is no match for the Sister-
hood - the seven friends who have taken vigilante 
justice to a new level - not even the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. Although the women foiled former FBI 
director Mitch Riley's plot to frame their friends Judge 
Nellie Easter and lawyer Lizzie Fox, now they must 
remain in exile or risk capture. They can't complain 
about their opulent digs on a remote, luxurious moun-
taintop, but the ladies desperately miss home.Their 
wish to return might come true sooner than they ex-
pect when they receive a panicked call from Supreme 
Court Chief Justice Pearl Barnes, who faces blackmail 
for her own illegal brand of justice. Now the women 
must not only sneak back into the United States, but 
also remain undetected as they investigate. But how 
do you make seven women disappear? With a nosy 
reporter on the brink of exposing them, the clock is 
ticking as the Sisterhood tries to create a little magic - 
and save the day...  

HOLIDAYS ON THE RANCH BK#1 $5.95  
CAROLYN BROWN (CONTEMPORARY) 
Burnt Boot, Texas. Out of the army and looking for 
some peace and quiet this Christmas, former sniper 
Finn O'Donnell heads to the sleepy town of Burnt 
Boot, Texas. But Finn hasn't spent even one night at 
his new ranch when an army SUV pulls into the drive-
way and a familiar figure steps out. Finn doesn't want 
to revisit the past, but he owes Callie Brewster his 
life… Callie never thought she'd see Finn again, but 
when her nephew is in trouble, a favor from an old 
army friend might do the trick. Callie does her best to 
keep her feelings for Finn to herself. She always knew  
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Finn was honest and dependable, but how had she 
never noticed how handsome he was? He's not just 
good-looking, he's cowboy hot! Now Finn's dealing 
with a woman in his house, a boy who's scared of his 
own shadow, and a feud going on among the other 
Burnt Boot ranchers. And in the midst of all the cha-
os, Finn is happier and more at peace than he's ever 
been before... Who knew all he needed for Christmas 
was a little romance at the ranch? 

A HOME BY THE SEA BK#1 $3.95 
CHRISTINA SKYE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Summer Island series. Sometimes appearances 
aren't what they seem… Grace Lindstrom has fol-
lowed her fiancé across three continents, starry-eyed 
and full of dreams. But when he dies in a plane 
crash, Grace discovers that their life together was the 
cruelest kind of lie--and swears to never lose herself 
to that kind of love again. Until one night, when a 
chance encounter leads her to the kind of man she's 
always dreamed of--and the deep family ties she's 
never known. Noah McKay knows he can't offer 
Grace any kind of future--not when he spends every 
day putting his life on the line. But when Grace's 
grandfather suddenly falls ill and she's called home to 
the small island town where she grew up, he realizes 
he can't live without her. Aided by good knitting, good 
chocolate and deep friendship, Grace is slowly learn-
ing to trust again--but can she learn to love a man 
whose secrets run so deep? (Bk#3 also avail. for 
the same price). 

HOT SPELL $4.95 (PARANORMAL) 
EMMA HOLLY, LORA LEIGH, SHILOH WALKER, MEL-
JEAN BROOK 
Venture into a world beyond the ordinary, where the 
dark passions and voracious appetites of vampires, 
werewolves, demons, and a few undaunted mortals 
combine to unleash a potent spell… Here are lovers 
to tempt the imagination: Eyes that glitter with keen-
ness born of ancient knowledge. Hands that move 
with a tenderness belying superhuman strength. In-
viting smiles that reveal exquisitely lethal fangs. Rip-
pling, leonine muscles. There’s danger in the air…
and heat. Steam rises up off the pages of these four 
scorching novellas sensuously crafted by four ac-
claimed authors who beckon you to slip into the 
shadows and experience the otherworldly pleasure of 
the night 

HOW TO KISS A COWBOY BK#2 $3.95 
JOANNE KENNEDY (CONTEMPORARY) 
Cowboys of Decker Ranch series. Between rodeo 
wins and endorsement deals, Saddle Bronc Champi-
on Brady Caine is living a charmed life. But when he 
causes an accident that could end a promising barrel 
racer’s career, he decides that he’s done with loose 
women and wild rides. All he wants to do is erase his 
mistake by getting Suze Carlyle back in the saddle. 
The last person barrel racer Suze wants to see on 
her doorstep is the man who ended her rodeo career, 

but she can’t help admire Brady’s persistence. 
Sparks fly between them, but when her barn is sabo-
taged she wonders if he’s really the straight shooter 
he seems to be… 

HUNTED BY THE OTHERS BK#1 $3.95 
JESS HAINES (PARANORMAL) 
H&W Investigations series. Shiarra Waynest's de-
tective work was dangerous enough when her client 
base was strictly mortal. But ailing finances have 
forced her to accept a lucrative case that could save 
her firm - if it doesn't kill her first. Shiarra has signed 
on to work for a high-level mage to recover an an-
cient artifact owned by one of New York's most pow-
erful vampires. As soon as Shiarra meets sexy, mes-
merizing vamp Alec Royce, she knows her assign-
ment is even more complicated than she thought. 
With a clandestine anti-Other group trying to recruit 
her, and magi being eliminated, Shiarra needs back-
up and enlists her ex-boyfriend - a werewolf whose 
non-furry form is disarmingly appealing - and a nerdy 
mage with surprising talents. But it may not be 
enough. In a city where the undead roam, magic 
rules, and even the Others aren't always what they 
seem, Shiarra has just become the secret weapon in 
a battle between good and evil - whether she likes it 
or not...  

IMMORTAL EVER AFTER $3.95 
LYNSAY SANDS (PARANORMAL) 
Argeneau series. A vampire ready to claim his mate 
and the beauty who resists her fate! A kiss doesn’t 
mean eternity . . . Valerie Moyer doesn’t believe in 
vampires—until she is kidnapped by a fanged psy-
chopath! After escaping her bloodthirsty captor, she’s 
through with creatures of the night. Until she finds 
herself under the protection of the darkly handsome 
Anders. Not only is she expected to accept that An-
ders is immortal, but also that she is the woman des-
tined to be his life mate! . . . Or does it? Anders felt a 
connection to Valerie from the moment he cradled 
her bruised body in his arms. But before he claims 
her, he must destroy the vampire who almost stole 
her from him forever. His job would be easier if Va-
lerie didn’t fight him every step of the way. Still, An-
ders loves a challenge, and the green-eyed beauty is 
worth fighting for! (Other books in the series, avail 
for the same price:  

 

 

 

 

 

 
THE IRISH WARRIOR $3.95 
KRIS KENNEDY (HISTORICAL) 
As his men are slaughtered around him, legendary 
Irish warrior Finian O'Melaghlin is held captive by the 
despised English Lord Rardove. Struggling to break 
free, Finian finds aid from an unlikely source: the 
beautiful Senna de Valery, who is also trying to es-
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cape Rardove's bloodthirsty grasp. Risking both their 
lives, Senna releases Finian from his shackles so 
they can both flee, but their plight has just begun… 
Seeking safe refuge, Finian and Senna have only 
each other to depend on for survival. Neither can 
deny their immediate attraction, but indulging their 
desires will put them both in grave danger. Finian 
vows to protect the woman who saved his life, but he 
soon learns she is a pawn in a much larger battle. 
For Senna has an unbreakable link to a priceless 
treasure many centuries old. It is the stuff from which 
dreams are made and for which men will kill—and 
not even Finian may be strong enough to save her.  

IT HAPPENS IN THE DARK $3.95 
CAROL O'CONNELL (SUSPENSE) 
Kathy Mallory series. The reviews called it "A Play 
to Die For" after the woman was found dead in the 
front row. It didn’t seem so funny the next night, 
when another body was found—this time the play-
wright’s, his throat slashed. Detective Kathy Mallory 
takes over, but no matter what she asks, no one 
seems to be giving her a straight answer. The only 
person—if "person" is the right word—who seems to 
be clear is the ghostwriter. Every night, an unseen 
backstage hand chalks up line changes and messag-
es on a blackboard. And the ghostwriter is now writ-
ing Mallory into the play itself, a play about a long-
ago massacre that may not be at all fictional. 
"MALLORY," the blackboard reads. "TONIGHT’S 
THE NIGHT. NOTHING PERSONAL." If Mallory 
can’t find out who’s responsible, heads will roll. Un-
fortunately, one of them may be her own. 

THE LADY AND THE LIBERTINE $3.95 
BONNIE VANAK (HISTORICAL) 
Khamsin: Warriors of the Wind series. NOBLE IN 
ALL BUT NAME … Anne Mitchell, born illegitimate 
and raised in a workhouse, sold by her mother and 
packed off by her father to the East, had every rea-
son to lose faith. But in Egypt she found identity with 
the Khamsin, a tribe of Bedouin warriors. Greater 
even than the secret they entrusted to her was her 
newfound honor, and for that she would give all. 
NOBLE IN ALL BUT ACTION … Nigel Wallenford 
was an earl. He was also a thief, a liar and a liber-
tine. Regaining his birthright of Claradon had been a 
start. Next he required wealth, and he knew of just 
the fabled treasure ... and its key's guardian was a 
ripe fig waiting to be plucked. Never before had he 
scrupled to cheat, steal or even murder. One dis-
placed Englishwoman, no matter how fair, would 
hardly be his match.  

A LADY OF EXPECTATIONS $4.95 
STEPHANIE LAUREN (HISTORICAL) 
Jack Lester has to find a bride… But where can he 
find the perfect woman? She has to be attractive, 
kind, a good conversationalist...and most important, 
she has to accept him as he is: devilishly handsome, 
charming and, as far as anyone knows, poor as a 
church mouse! If London society discovers his hid-
den wealth, he'll never find the right wife. Jack's 
heart races when he first lays eyes on Sophie Win-

terton. She is everything he desires--and more--but 
he is caught in his own trap. Believing that Jack 
needs to marry into wealth, Sophie rejects all his 
advances, certain he would never marry a poor girl 
like her. As they play out a game of cat and mouse, 
can Jack convince her that she is the woman he 
wants--and that he is the husband she deserves?  

LET DARKNESS COME $3.95 
ANGELA HUNT (SUSPENSE) 
The murder trial promises to be the most sensational 
to hit Chicago in years. And attorney Briley Lester 
knows it could make—or break— her career. The 
tabloid headlines are screaming that a long-
mistreated society wife has killed her abusive hus-
band—the scion of one of the city's wealthiest, most 
powerful, most dangerous families…. It seems like a 
hopeless, open-and-shut case, but Briley is becom-
ing more and more convinced that her client truly is 
innocent. A tragic secret, almost too shocking to be 
believed, could be the key to proving it. But before 
she can bring the truth into the light, she'll have to 
face this woman's shadow-haunted past—and her 
own— and let darkness come…. 

A LOVE LIKE THIS $5.95 
DIANA PALMER (CONTEMPORARY) 
White Sand, Wild Sea: Reporter Nikki Blake came 
to the Bahamas to relax and forget the disaster that 
had left her life in ruins. But her peaceful getaway is 
interrupted by an alluring stranger, businessman 
Callaway Steel. Mysterious Cal beguiles innocent 
Nikki, but as passion blazes, she’s unsure if their 
island fling can become a forever love. Fit for a King: 
Eager to evade unwanted romantic pursuit, Kingston 
Roper enlists sweet Elissa Dean to be his fake girl-
friend. Their fauxmance is just for show, he insists. 
But the more time they spend together, the more 
King realizes that Elissa might just be the right wom-
an for him. But can the lone wolf open his heart, 
once and for all, to true joy? 

LUCA B#2 $3.95 
SARAH CASTILLE (SUSPENSE) 
Ruin & Revenge series. Luca Rizzoli was nearly 
destroyed by a brutal betrayal that cost him his fami-
ly. Now a ruthless crime boss in the city of sin, he 
lets nothing touch his frozen heart--until a smoldering 
encounter with a beautiful stranger ignites his pas-
sion. One night isn't enough for a man who takes 
what he wants, but his mysterious temptress has 
slipped away. For two years police detective Gabriel-
le Fawkes has lived for revenge. But a night of indul-
gence with a sexy stranger changes everything. 
Powerful, charming, and deliciously dangerous Luca, 
has his own private reasons for offering to help her 
pursue the drug lord who killed her husband. There's 
a lot Luca isn't telling her, and the more she finds out 
the less she wants to know. When Gabrielle be-
comes the target of the drug lord she has vowed to 
hunt down, she must do the unimaginable: place her 
life in a mobster's hands. To save her, Luca must 
break his Mafia ties--or risk losing Gabrielle forever.  
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LURE OF THE WICKED BK#2 $3.95 
KARINA COOPER (PARANORMAL) 
Dark Mission series. Naomi West was plucked 
from one prison and placed under-
cover in another: the gilded cage 
that is Timeless, New Seattle’s 
premier spa and resort, where own-
er Phinneas Clarke—the most se-
ductive man Naomi has ever met—
may be hiding a killer. She’s an 
agent of the Holy Order, trained to 
hunt the guilty and render justice. 
But while she’s tracking down a 
rogue agent on a killing spree, Phin 
is determined to uncover her most 
damning—and dangerous—secrets. 
Whatever the cost. (Bks#4&5 also 
avail. for the same price) 

A MADNESS OF ANGELS BK#1 $3.95 
KATE GRIFFIN (FANTASY) 
Matthew Swift series. For Matthew Swift, today is 
not like any other day. It is the day on which he re-
turns to life. Two years after his untimely death, Mat-
thew Swift finds himself breathing once again, lying 
in bed in his London home. Except that it's no longer 
his bed, or his home. And the last time this sorcerer 
was seen alive, an unknown assailant had gouged a 
hole so deep in his chest that his death was irrefuta-
ble...despite his body never being found. He doesn't 
have long to mull over his resurrection though, or the 
changes that have been wrought upon him. His only 
concern now is vengeance. Vengeance upon his 
monstrous killer and vengeance upon the one who 
brought him back. (Bk#3 also avail. for the same 
price) 

MARKED BK#1 $3.95 
ELISABETH NAUGHTON (PARANORMAL) 
Eternal Guardians. Theron: Dark haired, duty 
bound and deceptively deadly. He's the leader of the 
Argonauts, an elite group of guardians that defends 
the immortal realm from threats of the Underworld. 
From the moment he walked into the club, Casey 
knew this guy was different. Men like that just didn't 
exist in real life--silky shoulder-length hair, chest 
impossibly broad, and a predatory manner that just 
screamed dark and dangerous. He was looking for 
something: Her. She was the one. She had the 
mark. Casey had to die so his kind could live, and it 
was Theron's duty to bring her in. But even as a 200
-year-old descendant of Hercules, he wasn't strong 
enough to resist the pull in her fathomless eyes, to 
tear himself away from the heat of her body. As war 
with the Underworld nears, someone will have to 
make the ultimate sacrifice. (Bks#2&4 also avail. 
for the same price) 

 

 

MISTLETOE BETWEEN FRIENDS $3.95  
SAMANTHA CHASE (CONTEMPORARY) 
All lifelong friends Lily Cavanaugh and Cameron 
Greene want is a chance to enjoy the Christmas 
season. What's stopping them? Their matchmaking 
parents who seem determined to set the two of them 
up on some of the worst blind dates in the history of 
dating. They've identified the problem and have 
come up with the perfect solution - they will pretend 
to be dating in order to get their parents off of their 
backs and finally have a chance to enjoy a peaceful 
Christmas. It was a simple concept; spend some 
extra time together pretending to like one another. 
But neither of them expected long-hidden desires to 
come to the surface or that a pretend relationship 
could suddenly feel very real. 

MONA LISA AWAKENING BK#1 $3.95 
SUNNY (ROMANTICA) 
Monere: Children of the Moon series. A smolder-
ing debut novel exploring the passion, hunger, and 
danger that can break loose in the moonlight. From 
the time she was a child, Mona Lisa knew she was 
different-but she never knew how different until a 
man of otherworldly beauty appeared during her 
night shift in the ER. Gryphon is hurting and hunted 
and he attracts her as no man ever has before. He is 
a Monère, one of the children of the moon-and 
what's more, so is she. Long exiled from the moon, 
the men of the Monère serve-and mate-with imperi-
ous Queens who can channel the rays of their far-off 
homeland. Gryphon believes that Mona Lisa is a 
Queen- perhaps the first of Mixed Blood ever known. 
But her introduction to the nighttime 
court of the Monère, simmering with in-
trigue, casual lust, and calculated cruel-
ty, is far from smooth. The other Queens 
are infuriated by her potential powers, 
and they are all menaced by a group of 
rogue males who have broken away 
from the women's sway. Even as she battles threats 
from within and without, Mona Lisa is determined to 
discover who she is, and to explore the limits of her 
growing power-and her secret desires. (Bks#2,3&4 
also avail. for the same price) 

NIGHT SECRETS $3.95 
KAT MARTIN (HISTORICAL) 
Their passion was a force of nature, as wild and 
powerful as the sea … They came from opposite 
worlds: Brianne, a young woman trapped in a life 
from which she longs to escape; and Captain Mar-
cus Delaine, the Earl of Hawksmoor, a man whose 
heart and soul cannot be touched by anyone. When 
Brianne briefly stows away on his ship, their lives 
are filled with beauty and passion...But when trage-
dy strikes, Brianne and Marcus are torn from each 
other, and the love between them is buried beneath 
the agony of betrayal. Traveling to England, Brianne 
is determined to touch the heart of the vengeful, 
embittered man Marcus has become...even if it 
means losing him forever. 
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NO MAN’S LAND BK#4 $4.95 
SARA DRISCOLL (SUSPENSE) 
FBI-9 series. Special Agent Meg Jennings and her 
search-and-rescue dog are on the trail of a killer hid-
ing where others fear to tread… For Meg Jennings 
and her K-9 companion, Hawk, exploring the ruins of 
a deserted building is an exciting way to sharpen 
their skills without the life-or-death stakes they face 
as part of the FBI’s Human Scent Evidence Team. 
But deep in the echoing rooms of an abandoned asy-
lum, Hawk finds the body of an elderly woman. The 
victim couldn’t have made her way into the derelict 
building on her own. Before forty-eight hours pass, 
Meg learns of more cases of elders found dead in 
neglected urban structures. There’s not enough evi-
dence to link the deaths—yet. But Meg scents a pat-
tern, and when she gets word of another senior gone 
missing, she and Hawk don’t hesitate. Meg is sure a 
murderer is hunting the elderly, and she can prove it 
if she can just find a connection. It will take the expert 
coordination of her whole team, along with help from 
Clay McCord and Todd Webb, to uncover the means, 
let alone a motive. And to stop someone who has 
operated in the dark for so long, Meg will need to risk 
more than she has to give . . . 

NO ONE LIVES FOREVER BK#3 $3.95 
JORDAN DANE (SUSPENSE) 
No One series. Nothing Is What It Seems … Born to 
a childhood pitted by violence, Christian Delacorte is 
desperate for peace when he embarks on a new life 
with the woman he loves, Detective Raven Macken-
zie. But soon his old life comes calling—in the tempt-
ing form of a mysterious woman assassin. When a 
Deadly Seductress Comes Calling … Jasmine Lee is 
determined to collect an old marker from Christian. 
He owes her—big time—and she needs his help free-
ing her kidnapped lover, Nicholas Charboneau—a 
powerful mogul linked to Chicago's underworld. 
Christian doesn't trust her, but Jasmine entices him to 
leave Raven behind when she reveals his shocking 
connection to Charboneau. And a Lethal Race 
Against Time Begins. Christian has seven days to 
attempt an impossible rescue of the father he never 
knew. And when a woman assassin with ulterior mo-
tives makes a lousy ally, Christian is alone to face the 
stark reality that no one lives forever . . . and he 
might be the next to die. d 

OCEAN LIGHT BK#2 $4.95 
NALINI SINGH (PARANORMAL) 
Psy-Changeling trinity. Security specialist Bowen 
Knight has come back from the dead. But there's a 
ticking time bomb in his head: a chip implanted to 
block telepathic interference that could fail at any 
moment—taking his brain along with it. With no time 
to waste, he should be back on land helping the Hu-
man Alliance. Instead, he's at the bottom of the 
ocean, consumed with an enigmatic changeling. 
Kaia Luna may have traded in science for being a 
chef, but she won't hide the facts of Bo's condition 
from him or herself. She's suffered too much loss in 

her life to fall prey to the dangerous charm of a hu-
man who is a dead man walking. And she carries a 
devastating secret Bo could never imagine . . .But 
when Kaia is taken by those who mean her deadly 
harm, all bets are off. Bo will do anything to get her 
back—even if it means striking a devil's bargain and 
giving up his mind to the enemy. 

ONCE BURNED BK#1 $3.95 
JEANIENE FROST (PARANORMAL) 
Night Prince series. She's a mortal with dark pow-
ers… After a tragic accident scarred her body and 
destroyed her dreams, Leila never imagined that the 
worst was still to come: terrifying powers that let her 
channel electricity and learn a person's darkest se-
crets through a single touch. Leila is doomed to a life 
of solitude...until creatures of the night kidnap her, 
forcing her to reach out with a telepathic distress call 
to the world's most infamous vampire… He's the 
Prince of Night… Vlad Tepesh inspired the greatest 
vampire legend of all—but whatever you do, don't call 
him Dracula. Vlad's ability to control fire makes him 
one of the most feared vampires in existence, but his 
enemies have found a new weapon against him—a 
beautiful mortal with powers to match his own. When 
Vlad and Leila meet, however, passion ignites be-
tween them, threatening to consume them both. It will 
take everything that they are to stop an enemy intent 
on bringing them down in flames. (Bk#2 also avail. 
for the same price) 

ONE NIGHT IN SCOTLAND BK#1 $3.95 
KAREN HAWKINS (HISTORICAL) 
Hurst Amulet series. Follows a desperate beauty on 
an urgent quest, a dark earl scarred by his beastly 
past—and the ancient treasure that binds their fates. 
Someone is holding her brother prisoner in exchange 
for a gold-and-onyx box covered in mysterious runes, 
so Mary Hurst boldly sets out from the family vicar-
age to find the priceless artifact. But the man who 
possesses it, Angus Hay, the Earl of Erroll, is less 
than sympathetic to her plight. Himself a prisoner of 
his dark past, Angus refuses to yield the box—or 
allow Mary to leave. Suspicious of the alluring lass’s 
mission, he vows to wrest a confession from her, but 
unearths a fiery temper and a will as strong as his 
own. Passion flares between them, but now there is 
more at stake: an unknown enemy is hunting down 
the precious box and will stop at nothing. Risking all 
for love, Angus must solve the mystery behind the 
runes…and trust the only woman who can awaken 
his forgotten heart.  

ONE TOUCH OF TOPAZ $3.95 
IRIS JOHANSEN (SUSPENSE) 
Samantha Barton survived imprisonment on the war-
torn island of St. Pierre. Her family wasn’t so lucky. 
Now, in her new identity as the tough-as-nails revolu-
tionary code-named Topaz, she enlists the aid of an 
enigmatic industrialist, Fletcher Bronson, on a risky 
mission to rescue some stranded refugees. Trapped 
behind enemy lines with a man she both fears and  
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desires, Samantha finds herself irresistibly drawn by 
his promise of a new life away from the hail of gun-
fire. For Fletcher, Samantha is more than just an 
intriguing new lover. She’s an object he must pos-
sess and protect at all costs. Opening his heart to 
her was never part of the bargain. But when new 
developments from Samantha’s past life threaten to 
disturb his careful plans for their future, Fletcher 
must come to terms with the changes she’s wrought 
in him—and reconcile himself to the truth of the 
warning she once delivered: “I’m Samantha, but I’m 
also Topaz.” 

OUT OF THE DARKNESS AND NIGHT MOVES $3.95 
2IN1 
HEATHER GRAHAM (SUSPENSE) 
OUT OF THE DARKNESS: Even after a decade, 
Sarah Hampton is haunted by the night that nearly 
ended in a bloody massacre and destroyed her high 
school romance with handsome Tyler Grant. Now the 
horror has returned. It’s a reckoning from the events 
of that terrifying night—and a love they never let go. 
Only this time, Tyler must protect Sarah from the 
killer hiding in the darkness...or lose her forever. 
NIGHT MOVES: Photographer Bryn Keller is strug-
gling to raise three boys while getting her career on 
track, so working with superstar Lee Condor is an 
opportunity she can’t pass up, even if he is the most 
infuriating—and desirable—man she has ever met. 
But then Bryn finds herself in unexpected danger. 
Someone wants something from her—badly enough 
to hurt her family. The only person Bryn can turn to is 
the one man she can’t trust...  

OVERNIGHT MALE BK#3 $3.95 
ELIZABETH BEVARLY (CONTEMPORARY) 
Opus series. In the world of international espionage, 
Lila Moreau is as tough as they come. But now she's 
ready to trade her secret double life for domestic 
bliss. That is, after she takes care of one last vendet-
ta - to bring in rogue agent Adrian Padgett before he 
unleashes disaster. 

A PERFECT OBSESSION BK#2 $4.95 
HEATHER GRAHAM (SUSPENSE) 
New York Confidential series. Someone is murder-
ing beautiful young women in the New York area and 
displaying them in mausoleums and underground 
tombs. The FBI is handling the case, with Special 
Agent Craig Frasier as lead. Kieran Finnegan, foren-
sic psychologist and part owner of Finnegan's, her 
family's pub, is consulting on the case. Craig and 
Kieran are a couple who've worked together on more 
than one occasion. On this occasion, though, Craig 
fears for the safety of the woman he loves. Because 
the killer is too close. The body of a young model is 
found in a catacomb under a two-hundred-year-old 
church, now deconsecrated and turned into a night-
club. A church directly behind Finnegan's in lower 
Manhattan. As more women are murdered, their bod-
ies discovered in underground locations in New York, 

it's clear that the police and the FBI are dealing with 
a serial killer. Craig and Kieran are desperate to 
track down the murderer, a man obsessed with fe-
male perfection. Obsessed enough to want to 
"preserve" that beauty by destroying the women who 
embody it" 

PITCH PERFECT BK#3 $3.95 
LUANN MCLANE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Cricket Creek series. Determined to prove her inde-
pendence, Mia Monroe is no longer Daddy’s little rich 
girl. Buying an old car with the last of her money, she 
sets out for who knows where…until her clunker 
clunks out in Cricket Creek. With no plan and no 
credit cards, Mia has to find more resilience than 
she’s ever needed before. And a little help from an 
attractive new acquaintance wouldn’t hurt… As first 
baseman for the Cricket Creek Cougars, Cameron 
Patrick has two jobs: win games and stay out of trou-
ble. If he can do both, he might just make it back to 
the minor leagues. He knows Mia is trouble from the 
moment she catches his eye—but he can’t stop look-
ing. And maybe her kind of trouble is exactly what he 
needs.  

RACE THE DARKNESS BK#1 $3.95 
ABBIE ROADS (SUSPENSE/PARANORMAL) 
Fatal Dreams. Cursed with a terrible gift… Criminal 
investigator Xander Stone doesn't have to question 
you—he can hear your thoughts. Scarred by light-
ning, burdened with a power that gives him no 
peace, Xander struggles to maintain his sanity 
against the voice that haunts him day and night—the 
voice of a woman begging him to save her. A gift that 
threatens to engulf them… Isleen Walker has long 
since given up hope of escape from the nightmare of 
captivity and torture that is draining her life, her mind, 
and her soul. Except...there is the man in her fever-
ish dreams, the strangely beautiful man who beckons 
her to freedom and wholeness. And when he comes, 
if he comes, it will take all their combined fury and 
faith to overcome a madman bent on fulfilling a dead-
ly prophecy. (Bk#2 also avail. for the same price) 

THE RAVEN BK#1 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SYLVAIN REYNARD (PARANORMAL) 
The Florentine series. Raven Wood spends her days 
at Florence’s Uffizi Gallery restoring fine works of 
Renaissance art. But an innocent walk home after an 
evening with friends changes her life forever. When 
she intervenes in the senseless beating of a home-
less man, his attackers turn on her, dragging her into 
an alley. Raven is only semi-conscious when their 
assault is interrupted by a cacophony of growls fol-
lowed by her attacker’s screams. Mercifully, she 
blacks out, but not before catching a glimpse of a 
shadowy figure who whispers to her… Cassita vul-
neratus. When Raven awakes, she is inexplicably 
changed. She returns to the Uffizi, but no one recog-
nizes her and more disturbingly, she discovers that 
she’s been absent an entire week. With no recollec-
tion of the events leading up to her disappearance, 
Raven also learns that her absence coincides with 



one of the largest robberies in Uffizi history – the theft 
of a set of priceless Botticelli illustrations. When the 
baffled police force identifies her as its prime suspect, 
Raven is desperate to clear her name. She seeks out 
one of Florence’s wealthiest and elusive men in an 
attempt to uncover the truth about her disappearance. 
Their encounter leads Raven to a dark underworld 
whose inhabitants kill to keep their secrets… 

RIDE HARD BK#1 $3.95 
LAURA KAYE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Raven Riders series. Brotherhood. Club. Family. 
They live and ride by their own rules. These are the 
Raven Riders . . . Raven Riders Motorcycle Club 
President Dare Kenyon rides hard and values loyalty 
above all else. He’ll do anything to protect the brother-
hood of bikers—the only family he’s got—as well as 
those who can’t defend themselves. So when mis-
trustful Haven Randall lands on the club’s doorstep 
scared that she’s being hunted, Dare takes her in, 
swears to keep her safe, and pushes to learn the se-
crets overshadowing her pretty smile. Haven fled from 
years of abuse at the hands of her criminal father and 
is suspicious of any man’s promises, including those 
of the darkly sexy and overwhelmingly intense Ra-
vens’ leader. But as the powerful attraction between 
them flares to life, Dare pushes her boundaries and 
tempts her to want things she never thought she 
could. The past never dies without a fight, but Dare 
Kenyon’s never backed down before . . . 

RUGGED TEXAS COWBOY BKS#1&2 $4.95 
LORA LEIGH (ROMANTICA) 
Cowboys & Captives series. COWBOY AND THE 
CAPTIVE: Melina is one of two gorgeous twin daugh-
ters, the clever and considerate one who always 
spared her parents the humiliation of what her sister 
Maria had wrought. But now, Melina is finally ready to 
stand up for herself and seize control of her life—until 
she is kidnapped by a cowboy, named Jardin, who is 
dead-set on settling the score with her family. There’s 
only one catch: In capturing Melina, this tough, rough, 
hunk of a man has actually found a way to unleash 
her greatest fantasies, body and soul. . . COWBOY 
AND THE THIEF: Beautiful, spirited Angel Manning 
has always longed to experience the power of her 
ancestors’ most precious heirloom. Her mother once 
told her that the legendary Irish torque would lead 
Angel to the one man worthy of possessing her heart. 
But when Angel learns that her father, now a widower, 
has sold the torque to the notorious two-timer Jack 
Riley, she is furious. Of course she plans to take back 
what is rightfully hers, by whatever means necessary. 
But the fate of the ancient Druids works in mysterious 
ways. . .Could it be that this slick, smooth-talking cow-
boy was destined to satisfy Angel’s deepest desires 
all along? 

RUN TO ME BK#3 $3.95 
CHRISTY REECE (SUSPENSE) 
Last Chance Rescue Trilogy One. Driven by grief 
and fury, Shea Monroe, an operative for Last Chance 
Rescue, goes deep undercover, vowing vengeance 
against the man who killed her husband. Instead, she 

ends up a captive and the unwilling weapon of a vi-
cious human trafficker. But then she is rescued from 
her den of terror and shame by her husband’s best 
friend, Ethan Bishop, a man Shea feels irrevocably 
drawn to, despite her having lost all memory of her life 
before she was captured. Having saved Shea from a 
madman, Ethan will do anything to keep her safe, but 
he can’t allow the feelings he once had for her to re-
surface. While recovering from her ordeal and regain-
ing her lost memory, Shea begins to fall for Ethan. But 
the treachery and tragedies of the past won’t leave 
either of them alone. And from Mexico, a monster has 
sent his foot soldiers to seize Shea–using a weapon 
beyond anyone’s worst nightmare.  

THE RUTHLESS CHARMER BK#4 $3.95 
JULIA LONDON (HISTORICAL) 
Rogues of Regent Street series. No woman could 
resist Julian Dane. Except Lady Claudia Whitney. 
Julian had known her since childhood, but the head-
strong lass had grown into a beautiful woman. Julian 
vows to teach her everything he knows about passion. 
But Claudia, in her most innocent ardor, promises to 
challenge him to the most dangerous emotion of all: 
wild, all-consuming love. The rogue meets his match 
in the woman he was forced to wed....  

SAY NO MORE BK#2 $4.95 
KAREN ROSE (SUSPENSE) 
Romantic Suspense series. Mercy Callahan thought 
she'd escaped the cult decades ago, but its long fin-
gers are reaching out for her again … Seventeen 
years ago. That was the last time Mercy Callahan saw 
Ephraim Burton, the leader of the twisted Eden cult 
where she was raised. But even though she escaped 
the abuse and terror, they continue to haunt her. 
When her brother Gideon discovers new evidence of 
the cult's--and their victims'--whereabouts, Mercy 
goes to Sacramento to reconnect with him. There, she 
meets Gideon's closest friend--homicide detective 
Rafe Sokolov. From Rafe, she receives an offer she 
never knew she needed: to track down Ephraim and 
make him pay for everything. But Ephraim, who had 
thought Mercy long dead, discovers she is in fact alive 
and that she is digging around for the cult's secrets. 
And now he'll do anything to take her back to Eden--
dead or alive. 

A SCOUNDREL’S SURRENDER BK#3 $3.95 
JENNA PETERSEN (HISTORICAL) 
Billingham Bastards series. He was everything 
she'd ever dreamed of . . . And then he was gone. It 
hasn't been easy for Marah Farnsworth to get over 
Caleb Talbot, the man who broke her heart. She's 
done her best, sequestering herself in the sleepy Eng-
lish countryside while convincing herself she'd be hap-
py marrying someone else. And she's quite nearly 
succeeded—when she returns to London . . . and 
comes face to face with the man who abandoned her 
all those years ago. Caleb believed he was doing the 
honorable thing when he disappeared from Marah's 
life. The shocking truth about his scandalous origins 
made him unfit to wed. But now, one glimpse of her 
has again lit a fire in his heart…and letting another  
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man have her would be unthinkable. However, win-
ning back Marah's love may prove the most difficult 
endeavor the handsome scoundrel has ever under-
taken. 

THE SECRET SHE KEEPS BK#2 $3.95 
HELENKAY DIMON (SUSPENSE) 
Whitaker Island series. No matter where you run 
to… Connor Rye seeks solace on remote Whitaker 
Island. When his first quiet evening ends with a blow 
to the head, it’s clear that nothing—and no one—is 
as it seems. Still haunted by his sister’s murder, he’s 
buried himself in work while trying to hold his family 
together. Now, when he has a minute to breathe, he 
knows better than to get involved with a stranger, but 
it might be too late to keep his distance. Desire will 
find you… For years she’s pretended to be someone 
else, but Maddie Rhine is done living in the shad-
ows. Old habits are hard to kick however, and when 
her past follows her to Whitaker she’s forced to hide 
once more. Except with Connor. Effortlessly sexy 
Connor makes it difficult to ignore him. He sees right 
through her…and senses her fear. Someone is 
watching her. And waiting for the right moment to 
strike. This time Connor vows to be ready. 

SECRETS OF A SCANDALOUS HEIRESS BK#3 $3.95 
THERESA ROMAIN (HISTORICAL) 
Matchmaker trilogy. One good proposition de-
serves another… Heiress Augusta Meredith can’t 
help herself—she stirs up gossip wherever she goes. 
A stranger to Bath society, she pretends to be a 
charming young widow, until sardonic, darkly hand-
some Joss Everett arrives from London and uncov-
ers her charade. Now they’ll weave their way 
through the pitfalls of the polite world only if they’re 
willing to be true to themselves…and to each other…  

SEDUCED BY A ROGUE BK#2 $3.95 
AMANDA SCOTT (HISTORICAL) 
Galloway trilogy. A fair-haired beauty at 19, Lady 
Mairi is heiress apparent to her father Lord Dun-
wythie's rich barony. He has carefully taught her how 
to manage their estates, but a feud between his clan 
and the Maxwell clan is brewing as the two families 
edge toward a clan war - their dispute over money 
owed. Mairi's father believes he owes nothing, and 
of course Mairi sides with him. When the impulsive 
and blue-eyed Rob Maxwell chances to meet Mairi in 
a barley field, they feel instant attraction, despite 
their families' antagonisms. Knowing he must put his 
clan first, Rob enacts a plan to force Dunwythie to 
pay his debt: Rob kidnaps Mairi, making the abduc-
tion appear the work of a stranger; then he and his 
sheriff-brother offer to help Dunwythie rescue his 
daughter IF, and only if, he will pay them the monies 
due. Yet after Rob captures Mairi's body, she cap-
tures his heart. When Dunwythie summons the aid of 
the most powerful clan in all Scotland (the Douglas-
es), clan-tensions rise to a fever pitch. Love takes its 
own feverish course, as Mairi and Rob join forces to 

prevent a clash between hot-headed clans, and to 
protect their budding love. 

SEDUCED BY MAGIC BK#2 $3.95 
CHEYENNE MCCRAY (PARANORMAL) 
Magic/Dark Sorcery series. Copper Ashcroft is an 
accomplished D'Anu witch, but the magic she wields 
is a potent force--strong enough to hurl her into a 
mysterious Otherworld when a spell backfires. Be-
fore Copper can escape, another being is pulled into 
her realm--Tiernan, a powerfully virile Tuatha 
D'Danann warrior. Blond, blue-eyed, and shameless-
ly seductive, Tiernan could be Copper's savior…and 
his touch sets her body on fire. Like others of his 
kind, Tiernan stands alongside the D'Anu witches to 
battle the demons of the Underworld. Obligation to 
his cause and his people cautions against any en-
tanglement with Copper, yet each second spent with 
this beautiful, uninhibited woman stirs an insatiable 
hunger. Desire explodes into carnal bliss, but the 
visions that haunt Copper's dreams are growing 
stronger, and they foretell a terrifying evil waiting to 
be unleashed… Saving the city will take more than 
brute strength…more than witchcraft. Only together 
can Copper and Tiernan find a way to overcome the 
dark forces--and seize a passion that has bewitched 
them both. (Bks#3&4 also avail. for the same 
price) 

THE SELKIE BRIDE BK#1 $3.95 
MELANIE JACKSON (HISTORICAL/PARANORMAL) 
Sea Fey series. Recently widowed, Megan Culbin 
has inherited more than just a quaint cottage on the 
Scottish coast. Yes, all here was not as it seemed. 
Legend had it Finloss was cursed. And the coastal 
town, once home to witches and sea monsters, 
would soon see a creature far deadlier. But out of 
the sea and mist came an ally, a protector. The 
strange, distant and dangerous Lachlan was as pow-
erful as he was handsome, and his thirst for venge-
ance could no more be denied than his passion for 
Megan. Together with an inherited (and possibly 
ghostly) cat, Megan and her Selkie warrior would 
destroy their merciless foe, uncover an ancient Scots 
magic... and solve the mystery of a stolen heart. 

THE SIREN AND THE DEEP BLUE SEA BK#2 $5.95 
TRADE P/BACK 
KERRELYN SPARKS (FANTASY) 
Embraced by Magic series. Four sisters have be-
come queens, rulers of all that Aerthlan's two moons 
embrace. The last sister will forge her own path . . . 
Signs and Seals Raised on the magic-seeped Isle of 
Moon, Maeve is used to unusual powers--and the 
way they fuel the politics of her world. But when she 
discovers an ability to shape-shift at will, she knows 
who she wants to share it with first. Brody, the enig-
matic, infuriating shifter-spy has always made time 
for Maeve. But it's been almost two months since 
she's seen him. And though no one else believes 
Brody is in danger, Maeve is more than ready to 
rescue him herself. The rumors Brody's investigating 
are terrifying: a secret army of magic-users, in the 
service of the cruel Circle of Five. But when he un-
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covers the identity of one of the Five, the mission be-
comes personal. Cursed as a boy by the Sea Witch, 
Brody can spend only two hours a day in his human 
form, a restriction that limits his future and muzzles 
his heart. Plus Maeve teases him for being such a 
pretty doggy instead of appreciating his manly 
charms. To win his freedom, he must take on a terri-
ble disguise. And when Maeve finds out, she'll un-
leash a tempest like no other . .  

SLOW HAND BK#1 $3.95 
VICTORIA VANE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Hot Cowboy Nights. In rural Montana… Wade 
Knowlton is a hardworking lawyer who's torn between 
his small-town Montana law practice and a struggling 
family ranch. He's on the brink of exhaustion from 
trying to save everybody and everything, when gor-
geous Nicole Powell walks into his office. She's a 
damsel in distress and the breath of fresh air he 
needs. Even the lawyers wear boots… Nicole Powell 
is a sassy Southern girl who has officially sworn off 
cowboys after a spate of bad seeds-until her father's 
death sends her to Montana and into the arms of a 
man who seems too good to be true. Her instincts tell 
her to high tail it out of Montana, but she can't resist a 
cowboy with a slow hand…(Bk#2 also avail. for the 
same price) 

SUMMER IS FOR LOVERS BK#2 $3.95 
JENNIFER MCQUISTON (HISTORICAL) 
Second Sons series. His heart is unavailable. Lucki-
ly, her interest lies in the rest of him… Though she 
was just a girl when they first met, Caroline Tolbert-
son’s infatuation with David Cameron remains un-
dimmed. Now fate has brought the handsome Scots-
man back to Brighton for what promises to be an un-
forgettable summer. Soon, Caroline will have to 
choose a husband, but for now she is free to indulge 
her curiosity in things of a passionate nature. That is, 
if David will agree to teach her. Past mistakes have 
convinced David he’ll make a terrible husband, 
though he’ll gladly help the unconventional Caroline 
find a suitor. Unfortunately, she has something more 
scandalous in mind. As the contenders for her hand 
begin to line up, her future seems assured…provided 
David can do the honorable thing and let them have 
her. When a spirited young woman is determined to 
break Society's rules, al a gentleman can do is lend a 
hand…or more. 

A SUMMER REUNION 
KASEY MICHAELS, SARAH MAYBERRY, TERESA 
SOUTHWICK (CONTEMPORARY) 
FOR TODAY : Now that she's reunited with her sister, 
Tori Fuller doesn't regret a moment of her life. But 
she's never forgotten the guy who got away. Heart 
surgeon Sam McCormack is as sexy and irresistible 
as he was back in college and ready to prove to the 
woman he's always loved that it's never too late to 
start over.  TOMORROW : Lauren Sutcliffe never ex-
pected her mother's sixtieth birthday bash to lead to 
romance. But gorgeous Aussie builder Adam Hunter 
wants to stake his claim on the bossy, burned-by-love 
caterer. He wants to share all her tomorrows, if Lau-

ren will just say yes! AND ALWAYS! David Long-
wood isn't looking for love  until a family reunion 
throws him in the path of free spirit Kinsey McKeever. 
Suddenly the buttoned-down lawyer is rediscovering 
his passionate inner self and dreaming about forever 
after  with Kinsey. 

TAKEN BY FIRE BK#1 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK 
SYDNEY CROFT (ROMANTICA) 
ACRO series. HIS MISSION WAS TO DESTROY 
HER. BUT DESIRE GOT IN THE WAY … A product 
of genetic manipulation, Melanie Milan shares a body 
with her malevolent sister, Phoebe. A sleek, blond 
predator with a heart of pure darkness, Phoebe puts 
their body through the wicked underbelly of sex for 
thrills—when she’s not igniting her pyrokinetic skills 
for an evil organization bent on taking over the world. 
Melanie rarely gets out to play—much less fall in love. 
But that changes when rival ACRO agent Stryker 
Wills shows up, with a mission to terminate the wom-
an who torched his partner. An operative with rare 
abilities, Stryker soon realizes that the woman he’s 
about to kill isn’t the murderous fire starter he’s been 
hunting. But he does want her. Melanie, with the pow-
er to ice anything in her path, is heating things up in 
ways that are setting fire to his blood. As long as 
Melanie stays in control, she is his best ally to bring 
down her sister and stop hellish havoc from being 
unleashed. Walking a tightrope of longing and hate, 
Stryker and Melanie begin to understand that true 
power lies in sweet surrender to each other, to the 
flames between them, to the erotic adventure that’s 
joined their hearts and abilities to become their salva-
tion—and perhaps the world’s. 

TALL, DARK AND IMMORTAL BK#4 $3.95  
CAT DEVON (PARANORMAL) 
Entity series. HE’S TAKING A BITE OUT OF CRIME 
… Alex Sanchez is more than just an ordinary detec-
tive. He’s on the prowl—as a vampire. Alex uses his 
unique gifts to police the mean streets of Chicago like 
a natural predator. But when he learns that local 
blood banks are being robbed, he’s not sure what 
rattles him more: the bizarre crime wave or the stun-
ningly beautiful journalist who’s reporting it… SHE’S 
RISKING HER NECK FOR A STORY … Keira Turner 
is dedicated to her job—and determined to uncover 
the truth. Dangerously, out-of-this-world handsome 
Detective Sanchez seems oddly fascinated by the 
crimes—and obsessed with Keira. Alex might not 
have a clue who’s stealing blood but he’s sure of one 
thing: Keira is no mere mortal. She’s descended from 
a long line of vampire hunters. And if they try to solve 
this case together, he’ll have to fight the urge to kiss 
her…or kill her. 

TEMPTING A PROPER LADY BK#1 $3.95 
DEBRA MULLINS (HISTORICAL) 
Brides of Nevarton Chase. A MOST IMPROPER 
ALLIANCE … Two years ago, dashing Captain Samu-
el Breedlove disappeared without a word. But he's 
resurfaced in London a wealthy man, only to discover 
his fiancé planning to wed another. Now Samuel 
needs to restore his good name and expose a villain-- 
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and tempting, temptable Cilla seems an ideal accom-
plice. Priscilla Burke knows the marriage of her 
charge, Annabelle Bailey, to the Earl of Raventhorpe 
must be perfect. It would be madness for her to even 
consider doing anything that would mar this beautiful 
day and destroy her fledgling career as a wedding 
planner. Why then is she so drawn to this irresistible 
stranger who insists she help him sabotage the im-
pending affair? But a proper lady's desire is nothing 
to toy with. And a man whose character has been 
questioned cannot allow himself to dream of happily 
ever after. This not-so-innocent seduction may have 
unforeseen consequences.  

TO LOVE A HIGHLANDER BK#1 $3.95 
SUE-ELLEN WELFONDER (HISTORICAL) 
Scandalous Scots series. A TEMPTING PROPOSI-
TION … As one of the bastards born to the Stirling 
court, Sorley the Hawk has never known his mother 
or father. It's a burning quest he has devoted himself 
to uncovering at any cost. But as a roguish warrior 
who serves at the pleasure of the King, his prowess-
both on the battlefield and in his bedchamber-is leg-
endary. So when a flame-haired Highland lass 
sneaks into his quarters with a tantalizing proposition, 
he can't resist taking her up on her offer . . . AN UN-
QUENCHABLE DESIRE … Lady Mirabelle MacLaren 
will do anything to keep from marrying her odious 
suitor, even sully her own good name. And who bet-
ter to despoil her than his sworn enemy, the one they 
call "Hawk?" As they set about the enjoyable task of 
ruining her reputation, Hawk and Mirabelle soon 
learn that rebellion never tasted so sweet. (Bk#2 
also avail. for the same price). 

TRUFFLED TO DEATH BK#2 $3.95 
KATHY AARONS (MYSTERY) 
Chocolate Covered Mystery. Hoping to sweeten 
sales for their shop, Chocolates and Chapters, 
Michelle and Erica host a reception highlighting a 
new museum display of ancient Mayan pottery curat-
ed by Erica’s former mentor, Professor Addison 
Moody. The evening has a few hiccups, but the la-
dies soon smooth things over with ample servings of 
wine and chocolate. Yet with the sweet comes the 
bitter. The very next day, the antiquities from the re-
ception are discovered missing. The professor accus-
es Erica of having sticky fingers, claiming she wants 
revenge on him. And she’s only in more trouble after 
he’s found stabbed to death with one of the artifacts. 
Now Michelle must help Erica track down the real 
killer before someone else finds themselves in less 
than mint condition…  

THE UNYIELDING BK#3 $3.95 
SHELLY LAURENSTON (PARANORMAL) 
Call of Crows series. Stieg Engstrom, Angriest Vi-
king Ever, has got big problems. The human Viking 
Clans of earth are in danger of being obliterated—
along with the rest of the world—and the only one 
who may be able to save them is a super pain-in-the-
ass Crow. Most people annoy Stieg, but this is the 

one woman he really can’t stand… Erin Amsel loves 
being a Crow! Why wouldn’t she when the other Vi-
king Clans are so hilariously arrogant and humor-
less? She’s not about to let all that come to an end! 
She just didn’t expect to be shoulder to shoulder in 
battle with Stieg. Then again, he’s so easy to tor-
ment—and also kind of cute. With the future of the 
world riding on them, Stieg knows he’ll have to put 
aside his desperate need to kiss the smirk right off 
Erin’s face. Wait. What? He didn’t mean that—did 
he? No! They have one goal: To conquer the idiots. 
Because nothing bugs Stieg more than when idiots 
win. If only he can keep himself from suddenly acting 
like one…. 

VELVET CATACLYSM BK#1 TRADE P/BACK 
BETH KERY(ROMANTICA) 
Princes of the Underground. In his battle to resist, 
he found the impossible. His soul … Christina Astor’s 
telepathic ability is an asset in her job as a psychiat-
ric social worker. What’s driving her crazy, though, is 
her elusive, gorgeous landlord. She senses that Saint 
Sevliss wants her with an all-consuming hunger 
that’s somehow…different. Just how different be-
comes all too clear when his dangerous world col-
lides with hers. For centuries, Saint’s kind have been 
called vampire and werewolf. Even soulless. But their 
true nature remains a mystery. Bound by a magical 
mandate to control his bloodthirsty clone, Teslar, at 
all costs, Saint will do anything to keep Christina 
away. She infuses his gray universe with life and 
color, but his world—and his need—would destroy 
her. When an attack reveals the true power of Christi-
na’s gift, one thing is certain—Teslar won’t rest in his 
underground labyrinth until he possesses her, body 
and soul... 

THE WARLORD'S DAUGHTER BK#2 $3.95 
SUSAN GRANT (SCIENCE FICTION) 
Borderlands series. Join the crew of the Unity on a 
new adventure as they turn their sights to Hunting the 
Warlord’s Daughter… The war is finally over. But 
Wren's life is in tatters. The only living offspring of the 
notorious Drakken Warlord, she carries genes that 
could start a new dynasty of terror. And the Triad 
Alliance can't have that. She alone holds the key to 
finding a legendary treasure. Having seen enough 
bloodshed, Wren vows to destroy it before anyone 
can get their hands on it – but she'll need help. The 
Drakken's ruthless evil turned Battlelord Aral 
Mawndarr toward treason years ago. War is all he 
knows, until he finds passion and love in the most 
unlikely of women – the Warlord's daughter. But will 
trusting each other with their secrets risk not only 
their hearts, but their lives? 

THE WEDDING NIGHT OF AN ENGLISH ROGUE BK#3 
$3.95 
JILLIAN HUNTER (HISTORICAL) 
Boscastle series. Lord Heath Boscastle's attraction 
for Julia Hepworth begins with a bang. She shoots 
him at a hunting party--accidentally, of course. 
Though the shot grazes his shoulder, her beauty 
pierces his heart. Sparks fly soon after when they 



 

find themselves dangerously close to a compromising 
position. Too inexperienced to understand such over-
whelming emotions, Heath and Julia part ways. Now, 
years later, Heath is a high-ranking intelligence of-
ficer, asked to protect his commander's fiancée, Julia, 
while he chases down an elusive spy. Heath quickly 
regrets his promise when he meets Julia again--and 
their mutual desire still burns hotter than ever. Of 
course he will protect her. There is danger in the air. 
And Heath would never think of betraying his friend, 
until he learns that Julia herself has been betrayed. 
Suddenly seduction Boscastle style is the name of 
the game. Yet Julia has a trick or two up her own 
sleeve--and is determined to be a player, and not a 
mere pawn, in his wicked game.  

WHEN I FOUND YOU $4.95 
BRENDA NOVAK (CONTEMPORARY) 
Silver Springs series. After everything she worked 
for is destroyed, pediatrician Natasha Gray is deter-
mined to build a new life. Divorced, bankrupt and 
suddenly a single mom, she’s ready to start over in 
Silver Springs—on her own. She certainly doesn’t 
need help from Mack Amos, the man who’s already 
broken her heart twice. Although Mack has had feel-
ings for Tash since they first met, too many things 
have stood in the way. He’s always given her the 
support she needs, though, and he’ll do the same 
now. Even if the desire he wrestles with threatens to 
undermine his intentions… But her heart is not the 
only reason Natasha wants to keep Mack at bay. 
More time in her life means getting closer to her son, 
which could lead to a revelation neither of them is 
ready to face. 

WHEN THE SCOUNDREL SINS BK#2 $3.95 
ANNA HARRINGTON (HISTORICAL) 
Capturing the Carlisles series. A MOST INDE-
CENT PROPOSAL … Annabelle Green needs a hus-
band-and quickly. To inherit the only home she's ever 
known, she must be married by her twenty-fifth birth-
day. But finding a suitor has been next to impossible 
after a reckless rogue named Quinton Carlisle se-
duced her into a scandalous midnight tryst. Her repu-
tation in ruins, Belle now needs a rather large favor. 
And she knows just who to turn to . . . Quinn can 
hardly believe that the shy bookish girl he teased as 
a child has grown into such a brazen beauty. The 
very idea of marrying Belle to right the wrongs of his 
past is downright shocking . . . and deliciously tempt-
ing. Too bad marriage, convenient or otherwise, is 
the last thing Quinn wants. He'll help Belle find a hus-
band and be on his way. But if he can't control his 
attraction to the bride-to-be, this marriage could go 
up in flames-of wicked desire.  

WICKED SEDUCTION BK#2 $3.95 
JADE LEE (HISTORICAL) 
Regency Hearts Redeemed series. Seven years 
enslaved by Barbary pirates, Kit Frasier finally earns 
his freedom and returns to England, his heart hungry 
for revenge. Rose, flower of the English aristocracy, 
believes Kit to be dramatic, rich, and the catch of the 
Season. Maddy, Rose's poor relation, will do anything 

to improve her situation, including help Rose ensnare 
Kit. But when treachery rains down upon their 
schemes, one will run, leaving the other to choose 
between respectability and wickedly wonderful se-
duction. 

WOLFISHLY YOURS $3.95 
LYDIA DARE (HISTORICAL/PARANORMAL) 
Westfield Wolves series. Regency England Has 
Gone To The Wolves! It Takes A Beast… Grayson 
Hadley is in his own special hell—being treated like a 
wayward pup by the tutor employed to turn him into a 
true gentleman. So when he meets a hot-blooded 
American beauty with the mark of a Lycan, he's only 
too glad to slip his leash. To Bring This Lady To Heel 
… Accustomed to running wild in the swamps of Lou-
isiana, Miss Liviana Mayeux is shipped off to her 
grandfather's in London to learn a thing or two about 
polite society. At first she scoffs at the English Ly-
cans' apparent tameness. Little does Livi realize how 
very close she is to unleashing the passion that lies 
just beneath the surface.  

YOU ARE NEXT BK#1 $3.95 
KATIA LIEF (SUSPENSE) 
Karin Schaeffer series. HE TOOK EVERY-
THING...THEN CAME BACK FOR MORE … Former 
Detective Karin Schaeffer has nothing left to live for 
after serial killer Martin Price destroys all she holds 
dear. Known as "The Domino Killer," Price doesn't 
stop until an entire family is destroyed. When he 
leaves a message, scrawled in blood, on her bath-
room mirror, she knows what's coming: You are next.  
But Karin Schaeffer refuses to run and hide. 
(Bks#2,3&4 also avail. for the same price) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
YOU ONLY LOVE TWICE $3.95 
ELIZABETH THORNTON (HISTORICAL) 
For three years she’s been a mystery even to her-
self—a young woman who awoke in a London con-
vent bereft of her memory. But now Jessica Hayword 
knows her name, her birthplace, and one other thing: 
By some terrifying twist of fate, she has the power to 
read another’s thoughts—the thoughts of a man who 
has killed and will kill again. Convinced that she must 
unmask the murderer before it’s too late, Jessica 
goes home to Hawkshill Manor—and discovers that 
no one is happy about her return, especially the dan-
gerously handsome earl Lucas Wilde. What kind of 
girl was she, Jessica wonders, to have earned such 
scorn? And whose murder is it that continues to 
haunt her? The deeper Jessica digs, the more scan-
dalous details are revealed. Yet even as the clues 
point to Lucas as the killer, Jessica can’t keep herself 
away from his embrace. And now all she can do is 
pray that the man she’s falling in love with isn’t the 
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man whose deadly voice she hears in her dreams.  

BARGAIN BASEMENT 

All ten books in the best-selling Kate Daniels se-
ries by Ilona Andrews are now available. One of 
our all-time favourites, this is one not to be 
missed. 

MAGIC BITES BK#1 $4.95 
ILONA ANDREWS (URBAN FANTASY) 
When the magic is up, rogue mages cast their spells 
and monsters appear, while guns refuse to fire and 
cars fail to start. But then technology returns, and the 
magic recedes as unpredictably as it arose, leaving 
all kinds of paranormal problems in its wake. Kate 
Daniels is a down-on-her-luck mercenary who makes 
her living cleaning up these magical problems. But 
when Kate’s guardian is murdered, her quest for jus-
tice draws her into a power struggle between two 
strong factions within Atlanta’s magic circles. The 
Masters of the Dead, necromancers who can control 
vampires, and the Pack, a paramilitary clan of 
shapechangers, blame each other for a series of bi-
zarre killings—and the death of Kate’s guardian may 
be part of the same mystery … 

MAGIC BURNS BK#2 $4.95 
As a mercenary who cleans up after magic gone 
wrong, Kate Daniels has seen her share of occupa-
tional hazards. Normally, waves of paranormal ener-
gy ebb and flow across Atlanta like a tide. But once 
every seven years, a flare comes, a time when magic 
runs rampant. Now Kate's going to have to deal with 
problems on a much bigger scale: a divine one.   

MAGIC STRIKES BK#3 $4.95 
Drafted into working for the Order of Merciful Aid, 
Atlanta mercenary Kate Daniels has more paranormal 
problems than she knows what to do with. But when 
Kate's werewolf friend Derek is discovered near 
death, she must confront her greatest challenge yet. 

 

MAGIC BLEEDS BK#4 $4.95 
Kate Daniels cleans up the paranormal problems no 
one else wants to deal with--especially if they involve 
Atlanta's shapeshifting community. And now there's a 
new player in town--a foe that may be too much for 
even Kate and Curran, the Lord of the Beasts, to han-
dle.  

MAGIC SLAYS BK#5 $4.95 
Kate Daniels has quit the Order of Merciful Aid, but 
starting her own business isn't easy. So when Atlan-
ta's premier Master of the Dead asks for help with a 
vampire, Kate jumps at the chance. Unfortunately, 
this is one case where Kate should have looked be-
fore she leapt. 

MAGIC RISES BK#6 $4.95 
Drafted into working for the Order of Merciful Aid, 
Atlanta mercenary Kate Daniels has more paranormal 
problems than she knows what to do with. But when 
Kate's werewolf friend Derek is discovered near 
death, she must confront her greatest challenge yet. 

 

MAGIC BREAKS BK#7 $4.95 
As the mate of the Beast Lord, Curran, former merce-
nary Kate Daniels has more responsibilities than it 
seems possible to juggle. Not only is she still strug-
gling to keep her investigative business afloat, but 
she must now deal with the affairs of the Pack, includ-
ing preparing her people for attack from Roland, a 
cruel, ancient being with godlike powers. As Roland's 
long shadow looms ever nearer, Kate is called to at-
tend a gathering of leaders from Atlanta's supernatu-
ral factions. When one of the Masters of the Dead is 
found murdered by a shapeshifter, Kate is given less 
than twenty-four hours to hunt down the killer. And 
this time, if she fails, she'll find herself embroiled in a 
war that could destroy everything she holds dear... 

MAGIC SHIFTS BK#8 $4.95 
After breaking from life with the Pack, mercenary 
Kate Daniels and her mate--former Beast Lord Curran 
Lennart-- are adjusting to a very different pace. While 
they're thrilled to escape all the infighting, Kate and 
Curran know that separating from the Pack complete-
ly is a process that will take time. But when they learn 
that their friend Eduardo has gone missing, Kate and 
Curran shift their focus to investigate his disappear-
ance. Eduardo was a fellow member of the Merce-
nary Guild, so Kate knows the best place to start 
looking is at his most recent jobs. As Kate and Curran 
dig further into the merc's business, they discover that 
the Guild has gone to hell and that Eduardo's assign-
ments are connected in the most sinister way...An 
ancient enemy has arisen, and Kate and Curran are 
the only ones who can stop it--before it takes their city 
apart piece by piece. 

MAGIC BINDS BK#9 $4.95 
Kate and the former Beast Lord Curran Lennart are 
finally making their relationship official. But there are 
some steep obstacles standing in the way of their 
walk to the altar. Kate's father Roland has kidnapped 
the demigod Saiman and is slowly bleeding him dry in 
his never-ending bid for power. A Witch Oracle has 
predicted that if Kate marries the man she loves, At-
lanta will burn and she will lose him forever. The odds 
are impossible. The future is grim. But Kate Daniels 
has never been one to play by the rules 

MAGIC TRIUMPHS BK#10 $4.95 
Kate has come a long way from her origins as a loner 
taking care of paranormal problems in post-Shift At-
lanta. She's made friends and enemies. She's found 
love and started a family with Curran Lennart, the 
former Beast Lord. But her magic is too strong for the 
power players of the world to let her be. Kate and her 
father, Roland, currently have an uneasy truce, but 
when he starts testing her defenses again, she knows 
that sooner or later a confrontation is inevitable. The 
Witch Oracle has begun seeing visions of blood, fire, 
and human bones. And when a mysterious box is 
delivered to Kate's doorstep, a threat of war from the 
ancient enemy who nearly destroyed her family, she 
knows her time is up. Kate sees no other choice but 
to combine forces with the unlikeliest of allies …  


